
Sweet baby Star 
36� X 36� 

 
Super Easy Baby Quilt! 
You will need the following: 
4 different pink (or blue) fat quarters 
¾ yard of cream for background 
1 yard for inner border (we used green) 
1 ¼ yard of floral for border  
1 ¼ yard for backing 
160� bias for binding 
 
Label each one of your 4 fabrics # 1-4 
The yellow rose is #1, pink small floral is #2, pink large floral is #3 and the pink tone on 
tone floral is #4. 
 
Cut four 6 ½� squares from your cream floral 
 
To make your half square triangles we recommend using the Thangles. You will need the 
6� size and follow the directions inside the packet for half square triangles. 
If you do not want to use Thangles then cut a 6 7/8� squares and cut into two. Then 
sew the two triangles of the appropriate colors together corner to corner. You will 
need to cut the following: 
Two squares of each of your four colors and four squares of your cream. 
 You will need to make the following combinations of half square triangles.  
Two of #1 fabric with the cream floral. 
 Two the #1 fabric with the #2 fabric.  
Two of the #2 fabric with the cream floral  
Two of the #3 fabric with the cream floral. 
Two of the #3 fabric with the #4 fabric. 
Two of the #4 fabric with the cream floral. 
 
Piece all of your half square triangles and squares together as shown in the picture 
below.  
Add Borders: 
The inner border is 2 ½� wide and 2� finished. The Outer border is 4 ½� cut and 4� 
finished. To determine the length of each border measure your quilt center before the 
borders are added across the center of the quilt. Do this each time you add a new pair 
of borders to determine each of the lengths. 
Now you can quilt and bind! 
 


